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Summary 

The heterogeneities within, and connectivity of geo-bodies are important factors contributing to reservoir 
quality. A reservoir’s present day character is a function of sediment transport, deposition and 
preservation over time. These processes impact both the internal heterogeneity as well as the 
connectivity of the geo-bodies constituting the reservoir. Therefore, understanding the supply, transport 
and deposition of sediment helps to quantify the distribution of reservoir properties in the subsurface. 
Simulating the complex interactions between various depositional processes informs our understanding 
of how depositional systems function. Such a computational approach can indicate the relative 
importance of depositional processes, add to the understanding of the paleo-sediment dynamics and 
improve the accuracy of the proposed geological models. 

 

We present examples of river-dominated delta deposits. Traditionally, delta deposition is classified by 
hydrodynamics (waves, tides, fluvial discharge), sediment properties (grain size, cohesivity) and basin 
geometry (slope, lateral confinement). These parameters control deposition by means of their influence 
on sediment transport within the deltaic domain. Our synthetic deposits are formed by simulating the 
interaction between fluvial supply and basinal reworking to produce a 3D evolution of preserved deposits. 
In the simulations presented here, fluvial supply (discharge, sediment composition) was varied, while 
other parameters remain unchanged.  

 

The results from this type of study can serve as numerical 3D analogues. These synthetic analogues 
complement modern and ancient analogues already integrated into existing workflows. In addition to 
detailed data on geo-body composition and dimension, simulations provide data regarding their 
evolution. With continued research, this methodology can be extended to cover a wider range of 
depositional environments. In the future, these numerical 3D analogues can be placed into the context of 
source-to-sink systems by incorporating longer depositional timescales and a wider range of depositional 
environments. In the medium term we continue to develop and refine our existing analyses and results to 
maximise their usability for our collaboration partners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


